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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TE CHNI CAL NOTE 2490 
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE 
CRITICAL TAIL LOADS ON LARGE AIRPLANES 
By Harvey -H. Brown 
SUMMARY 
An investigation of the maneuvering tail load requirements was con-
ducted using a Lockheed Constitution airplane . The f orces exerted by 
t he pilot, the control motions, and the a irplane response were analyzed 
f or a series of maneUVers. 
The motion of the airplane in its plane of symmetry as calculated 
using aerodynamic parameters from wind-tunnel tests and the measured 
elevator motion agreed closely with t he measured airplane motion. Anal -
ysis showed that some terms in the equations of motion (such as those 
i nvolving dCL/ doe ) which may be neglected for the case of small air-
planes should be considered when treating large airplanes. 
For rapid maneUVers the time lag between a control motion and the 
r esulting airplane response was more not iceable t han for smaller air-
planes. This lag required anticipatory motions and forces on the part 
of the pilot and caused lIovershootll i n striving for a particular flight 
condition. 
Pilots were inclined to allow t he controls to return to neutral at 
a higher rate than obtained in the i nitial deflection, pr~ducing tail 
loads of which they had no physical awareness . The maximum negative 
angular accelerat i ons in pitch were of t he same magnitude as the maximQ~ 
positive accelerations. Comparison was made with various methods of 
estimating this quantity. The rolling pull-out wa s found to be a parti-
cularly severe maneuver and the comments of the p i lots indicate that it 
may occur in practice. 
Structural deflections of the fuselage, horizontal stabilizer, and 
vertical stabilizer were found to be of moderate importance. 
INTRODUCTION 
The prediction of the maneuvering tail loads on an airplane has 
long been a vexing problem to the designer . A sol ution to the problem 
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requires a knowledge of the control exerted oy the pilot as well ~s a 
knowledge of the motion of the airplane resulting from the pilot's 
effort . Two basic methods have been used to solve the problem. One 
method involves a statistical evaluation of past maneuvers, adjusting 
this evaluati on on the oasis of size, wing loading, type, etc. A second 
method is to es t imate cont rol forces or control motions likely to be pr~ 
duced oy the pilot, and then to calculate the motions of the ~irplane 
and the tail loads which wi l l result f r om these control motions. 
No matter which method is employed, as airplane s increase in size 
and wei ght, experimental data must De ootained to evaluate current design 
requirements and to assist in extrapolation to air planes of yet greater 
s ize. This need for data comes about because of the variation in 
response of the airplane as size increases, and als o because a pilot ' s 
mental attitude and his control actions will vary according to the size 
and type of airplane . At the present time there exists a scarcity of 
fl i ght-test results concerning the maneuvering of large airplanes . It 
was for the purpose of helping to fill thi s gap that the Bureau of 
Aeronautics made availaole t o the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics a Lockheed Constitution for flight-testing . This airplane 
was instrumented oy the NACA out the maintenance and operation of the 
a irplane was performed oy the Navy Department . 
It was believed that if the elevator deflection and airplane atti-
tude were known, the tail load could be calculated or determined from 
wind-tunnel test results. Therefore, the flight tests were primarily 
concerned with the determination of the motions of the airplane, and 
also with the action of the pilot which produced the a irplane motion, 
although some pressure-distrioution measurements were made. 
The flight tests consisted of pull-up push-down longitudinal maneu-
vers, rudder- kick directional maneuvers , and a few rolling pull-outs . 
Although the various maneuvers were rather carefully restricted to pre-
vent exceeding the design loads, it i s considered that the results give 
an indication of the most severe maneuvers whic'h an experienced pi lot 
would intentionally employ . 
The tests consisted of nine flights carried out over a period of 
two weeks . All the maneuvers were performed oy Navy pilots regularly 
assigned to this type of airplane. 
SYMBOLS 
B empirical constant 
aroitrary constants 
airplane drag coefficient 
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.. 
K 
L 
s 
w 
X,Y,Z 
b 
airplane lift coefficient 
lif t coefficient of horizontal tail 
increment in rolling moment due to aileron def lection 
dC 7, 
d(~~ ) 
airplane normal-force coefficient ; ~~) 
airplane pitching-moment coeff i c i ent 
airplane yawing-moment coefficient 
aileron control force, pounds 
elevator control force, pounds 
.rudder control force, pounds 
airplane moment of inertia about Y axis, slug-feet squared 
parameter defined in text, radi an per second per second 
empirical constant denoting rati o of damping moment of com-
plete airplane to damping moment of tail alone 
constants occurring in the di ffer ent ial equations of airplane 
motion 
lift on airplane in Z direct i on , pounds 
wing area, square feet 
horizontal-tail area, square fee t 
true airspeed, miles per hour 
indicated airspeed, miles per hour 
airplane gross weight, pounds 
standard airplane axes 
wing span, feet 
4 
c 
-
c 
g 
m 
n 
p 
6p 
q 
t 
x 
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chord length, feet 
wing mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
bending stress in main beam of vertical stabilizer, tension 
in port beam cap positive, pounds per square inch 
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 feet per second per second 
pressure altitude, feet 
• 
radius of gyration ( ;¥), feet 
horizontal-tail len~h, feet 
airplane mass (~), s lugs 
airplane load factor (~) 
increment in load factor (n-l) 
rolling velocity (same as Cp), radians per second 
pressure difference between orifices at a given chordwise 
station in 'upper and lower surface of airfoil, pounds per 
square foot 
dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 
time, seconds 
distance from leading edge, feet 
angle of attack of airplane, degrees 
increment in angle of attack from trim angle , degrees 
angle of attack of the horizontal tail, degrees 
angle of sideslip, degrees 
angle between tangent to flight path and horizontal plane, 
radians 
total aileron angle, degrees 
left aileron angle, degrees 
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E 
TIt 
e 
p 
cP 
W 
( ~: ) 
W+F 
e 
5 
right aileron angle, degrees 
elevator angle, degrees 
increment in elevator angle f r om trim position, degrees 
rudder angle, degrees 
angle of downwash at the horizonta l tai l, degrees 
tail efficiency factor 
angle between airplane longit udinal axi s and horizontal 
plane , radians 
air denSity, slugs per cubic f oot 
angle between airplane lateral axis and horizontal plane, 
radians 
angle of ya v,, radians 
pitching-mament coefficient of a irpl ane wit hout horizon-
tal tail 
rate of elevator motion, degrees per second 
rate of rudder motion, degrees per s econd 
equivalent notations for 
second 
equivalent notation for 
du de dCP dW II radians per 
dt ' dt ' dt ' dt' dt' 
d 2 e 
---, radians per second per second 
dt2 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST AIRPLANE 
The tests were carried out using a Lockheed Constitution, XR60-1, 
No . 85164, a four-engine transport-type airplane shown in figures 1 
and 2. Figure 3 is a three-view drawing of t he t est airplane. 
One of the distinguishing features of this a i rplane was its con-
trol system. The eleva tor, ailerons, and r udder (which :b.ad no aerody-
namic balances or servo tabs) were operated by hydraulic boost. Three 
independent hydraulic systems were provided: one of which could o'_er-
ate all three controls as well as flaps, l anding gear, etc., a sec~ni 
which could operate elevator and aileron, and a third which couli 
operate elevator and rudder. 
~ I 
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The boos t r atios were as follows : 
Elevator 
Aileron 
Rudder 
45 . 5:1 
19 :1 
21 :1 
The maxi mum rates of control motion as a functi on of control force, 
when deflecting the control from neutral as determined f rom tests on the 
ground ,l a re shown in figure 4. These data repr esent the conditions of 
zero aerodynamic loading . 
The pertinent dimensions of the airplane , derived principally from 
reference 1, are listed i n table I . 
The air plane gross weight during the tests varied from 153, 500 
pounds t o 145 ,000 pounds primarily because of fuel consumption. The 
corresponding variation in center of gr avity was 22 .7 to 25 .4 percent 
of the mean aerodynamic chord. The airplane moment of inertia about the 
Y axis for the gross weight during the tests, based on information in 
refer ence 1, vlaS considered to be 3 . 5 X 106 slug- f eet s quared. 
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTATION 
The instruments · f or the tests of t he XR60-1 airplane were concen-
trated mainly on the l ower deck between the front and rear wing beams. 
Photographs of these instruments are shown in figure 5. A few of the 
instruments such as the a irspeed and altitude recorder, r ecording mano~­
eter, and various control -surface- position recorders were located in 
various other porti ons of the airplane. 
A free-Bwivelling airspeed head mounted on a boom extending f orward 
from the port wing tip approximately one chord l ength was used in meas-
uring the st atic and dynamic pressures. These pressures were recorded 
on a standard NACA recording instrument in the wing near the tip. 
Experience has indicated that, for airspeed heads located this distance 
ahead of the wing leading edge, the measured static pressure is within 
2 percent of the free- stream static pr essure . Therefore values of air-
speed and a ltitude pr esented in this r eport were not corrected f or posi-
tion error . 
The normal accelerati on was measured at a position close to the 
center of gr avity and r ecorded on a standard NACA instrument . The angu-
lar velocities about all three airplane axes wer e similarly recorded. 
l The ground test runs were made with hydraulic pr essure supplied by the 
electrical auxiliary pump and als o with the pressure supplied by the 
engine-driven pumps. No significant difference was noted. 
• 
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A Statham angular accelerometer was used t o measure angular acceler-
ation about the Y axis. Unfortunately, the voltage regulator used with 
t his instrument failed during the t es ts so that the calibration factor 
varied as a function of the airplane voltage. The calibration of the 
i nstrument used in reducing the fli ght data was that corresponding to a 
value of the airplane regulated volta ge measured after flight. A com-
parison of the angular accelerations as measured by the accelerometer 
and those derived from the slopes of the turnmet er records indicated a 
14-percent difference. Thus there exists a poss i bility that the values 
of angular acceleration measured by the accelerometer and presented in 
t his report may be too high by this percentage. 
The control forces were mea~ured by means of strain-gage pickups 
and registered on recording galvanometers. 
Small vanes mounted on a boom extending forward from the starboard 
wing tip were used to sense the angle s of attack and sideslip. This 
information was transmitted to the recorder by means of selsyns. The , 
output of the sideslip-angle selsyn transmitter was also fed to a side-
s lip indicator on the pilot's instrument panel. Unfortunately this 
system of recording angles proved to have considerable time lag. In 
addition, the recorded value of angl e of attack had ±0.2° hysteresis and 
the angle of yaw ±1.5° hysteresis. 
It was realized that in a maneuver with angular accelerations pres-
ent, the normal acceleration in the pilot's compartment could be differ-
ent from the normal acceleration at t he center of gravity. Therefore} 
the pilot was furnished with an instrument which indicated the normal 
acceleration at the center of gravity. 
The pressures at the orifices on the horizontal and vertical sta-
bilizer were recorded by an NACA 6~ell recording manometer in the after-
part of the fuselage. 
Strain gages were installed on the main beam caps of the vertical 
stabilizer at the 13.4-percent-span station. Their output was used to 
operate an indicator on the pilot's instrument panel which afforded him 
an indication of the bending stress in t he vertical stabilizer. This 
information was also recorded. 
Bending deflection of the fuselage in flight was determined by two 
l6-mm gun-sight cameras; one positioned on top of the fUselage above 
the wing and pointed aft, the other in t he dorsal and shooting forward. 
Similar cameras were used to photograph the elastic distortion of the 
vertical and horizontal stabilizers. To measure twist of the elevator 
and rudder relative to the fixed surface the control-surface angles 
were measured at both ends of the control surface. 
I 
I 
,-
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DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 
Tests were made at various speeds in stra ight unaccelerated flight 
t o establish power and tab settings for trim. These settings are noted 
i n t able II . All subsequent runs were made with these same settings. 
The remaining flight tests consisted of pitching maneuvers) yawing 
maneuvers) and a few aileron rolls. These maneuvers were performed at 
approximately 5)000 feet and 20)000 feet alti tude . 
Pitching Maneuvers 
Steady turns were made in which the pilot attempted to maintain 
l oad factors of 1 . 5 ) 2.0) and 2 . 5 at each of the speeds listed in 
t able 11. 2 
Pull-up push-down maneuvers were performed at these same airspeeds. 
The ~ilot) after trimming for straight l evel flight) moved the control 
column aft and then forward at various rates. The pilots were instructed 
t o attain load factors of only 1.5 to 2.0 in these maneuvers since it 
was expected that some overshoot would occur. 
Yawing Maneuvers 
Only two speeds (Vi = 145 and 204 mph) a t the two altitudes were 
us ed for the directional tests . The power and tab settings shown in 
tabl e II were used . The airplane was flown in a steady sideslip and 
then slowly rolled to a wings- level attitude while holding constant rud-
der an gle . This maneuver was repeated for various initial angles of 
sideslip . The pilot was furnished a sideslip indicator as well as a 
meter which indicated the bending stress in t he main beam of the verti-
cal stabilizer . Maximum angles of sideslip requested were 120 at 145 
miles per hour and 90 at 204 miles per hour. Because of large control 
f orces the maximum angle of sideslip reached at 204 miles per hour was 
about 60 • 
Rudder kicks were performed in which the pilot deflected - the rudder 
and t hen returned the control using various rates of control motion. 
The pilots were instructed not to release the rudder abruptly for angle s 
of s ides lip greater than 8-1/20 at 145 miles per hour or 40 at 204 miles 
per hour. In addition) the pilots were cautioned never to exceed an 
indi cated stress corresponding to 80 percent of the limit design stress. 
2Becaus e of the pos s ibility of stalling the airplane) the maximum 
accel er a tion a ttempted at Vi = 145 miles per hour was 1 . 9g . 
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Rolling Pull-Out Maneuvers 
Rolling pull-out maneuver s were made in whi ch the pilot rolled out 
of a steady turn while attempting to hol d a constant normal acceleration. 
The rudder was held fixed and the a irplane was allowed to yaw. In this 
maneuver the pilots were instructed to r estrict the vertical stabilizer 
bending stress to 80 percent of the limit stress as in the rudier-kick 
maneuvers . Thes e rolling pull-out maneuvers wer e performed only at 
20,000 fe et altitude . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Pitching Maneuvers 
Test results.- The measured varia t ions of elevator control force 
and elevator angle with load factor during turning flight are shown in 
figures 6 and 7. The considerable s catt er of the data was occ~sioned 
principally by the difficulty in producing steady turns, especially ' . ,.,ith 
only the power required for unacceler ated flight. With such a ~rge 
airplane a period of time is required to attain steady speed after a 
change in flight angle. Similarly, an i nterval of time occurs beh:een 
the application of an increment of elevator angle and the subsequent 
change in normal acceleration. Under t hese conditions it was difficul~ 
to produce the desired stable conditions. 
Approximately fifty pitching maneuvers were performed during the 
tests. These maneuvers included a wide variation in the degree of 
abruptness of the pull- ups and push-downs. The time histories of pi~ch­
ing maneuvers s hown in figures 8 through 17 are typical, in general, of 
the most abrupt maneuvers performed . Because these time histories con-
stitute only a portion of the complete t est results, much of the subse-
quent analysis is based on t est re sults not shown in the time histories . 
Examples of the chordwise distr ibution of loading at a single s~an 
station on the horizontal stabilizer during a pull-up push-down ~neuver 
have been included in figure 9 (b). The time history of angle of att~ck 
is shown for only a few maneuvers because the time lag associated. with 
the recording of this quantity makes i ts value dubious. 
Pilot eff ort and airplane r esponse . - A study of the ai r plane ~otion 
has two aspects , the action of the pilot and the response of the air~'l..:..ne . 
These aspects will be c ons idered separ a t ely. 
Pilot effort. - The pilot, i n maneuvering an airplane in 
pitch, is primarily aware of normal accelerat ion. It ~s long 
been recognized that the pilot's physical awareness of nor~l 
accel eration is not entirely adequate in restricting load.s 
10 
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in a maneuver : first, because there can be a considerabl e time 
lag between a control motion and the resulting change in normal 
acceleration, and second, because the maneuvering loads on the 
tail may be quite independent of normal acceleration . 
Thus , in maneuvering an airplane, especially a large one, 
the pilot must anticipate the subsequent action of the airplane 
and operate his controls accordingl y. The extent of this antic-
ipation may be observed in the time histories shown in figures 8 
through 17 . The time lag usually increases with airplane size 
because, although aerodynamic maneuvering moments increase roughly 
as the third power of the aircraft dimensions, the moments of 
inertia increase as the f ourth p ower (for constant wing loading), 
thus effectivel y slowing the response of the airplane. 
The pilots, in performing the pull-up push-down maneuvers, 
were instructed to "shoot for" a load factor of 1. 5 to 2. O. On 
the push-down portion of the maneuver the limit set was zero 
load factor . In general, load factors obtained in excess of 
these limitations may be considered to have been unintentional. 3 
In the pull- up ther e was considerable overshoot except at the 
lowest and highest speeds (fig. 18) . At the lowest speed the 
buffeting near the stall effectively warned the pilot to limit 
his effort. At the highest speed, which involved ~ moderate 
dive, the pilots were naturally cautious. In regard to the 
push-down portion of the maneuver it may be seen that there 
was very little overshoot . The pilots, in general, were much 
more cautious in applying push forces than in applying pull 
forces. 
Because the pilot is quite responsive to normal acceleration, 
it is interesting to plot concurrent variation of elevator con-
trol force with airplane load factor (fi g". 19 ) for various speeds. 
These data more or less define a regime within which the pilots 
acted . It may be observed that the pilot was able to apply large 
pull forces before the airplane load factor increased . In addi-
tion, push forces were encountered at or near the maximum load 
factor. These forces, especially the push forces at maximum load 
factor, represent sizable maneuvering tail loads of which the 
p ilot is usually not aware . In figure 20 are shown the maximum 
pull forces which occurred near a load factor of 1 . 0 and also the 
maximum ·push forces occurring near the maximum load factor. 
In figure 21 are shown t he minimum time intervals in which 
various pull forces were developed . It may be seen that the 
3 It should be noted that the overshoot referred to is not that 
due to low damping of the short- period oscillations . The 
short- period oscillation of this airplane is very nearly 
"dead beat . " 
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pilot in one maneuver applied a maximum force, about 88 pou~is, 
in a little over 0 . 4 of a second. The maximum rate was consider-
ably higher. In general, it was f ound that at least 0.35 seco~d 
was required t o complete a given control-force change, regardles 3 
of its magnitude. 
From conversations with the pilots it was concl~ded that a 
pilot's physical awareness of accelerat ion is somewhat dependent 
upon the duration of the accelerat ion. Thus they considered that 
a steady turn subjected the airplane to higher loads than a 
quick pull-up push-down mane~ver whi2h attained the same 
acceleration. 
Because the pilot is some distance (approximately 52 feet) 
from the airplane center of gravity, he is subjected to normal 
accelerations due to angular accelerations. I n the present tests 
this normal acceleration amounted t o 1. 6g per r adian per second 
squared angular accelerati on . In an abrupt p ull-up there was a 
phase relationship between the increment a l normal acceleration 
due to angular acceleration and the airplane normal acceleration 
which served to decrease the time lag between t he maximum eleva-
tor deflection and the maximum load factor apparent to the pilot. 
In other words, because of the pilot's l ocation forward of the 
center of gravity, the airplane appeared to re spond more quickly 
than it actually did. In addition, the maximum load factor 
apparent to the pilot was slightly l ess than that occurring at 
the center of gravity. This may partiall y account for the 
pilots' comments in regard to differing awareness of normal 
acceleration in steady turns and i n quick pull -Ups. 
Airplane response.- It has been shown by various investiga-
tors (references 2 and 3) that the f orces on and the motion of 
small- and moderate - sized airplanes may be cal culated for a given 
elevator motion from a knowledge of the aerodynamic parameters. 
It will be shown later that this also holds true for a large air-
plane. The point to be made is that the primar y unknown to be 
investigated in regard to design values of maneuvering horizontal-
tail loads is the elevator motion or the pil ot ' s action in 
maneuvering. 
In figure 22 are presented concurrent variations of elevator 
angle with airplane load factor . The difference between the ele -
vator angle during the pull-up push-down maneuver and the steady-
turn val ue is taken to be the maneuvering increment.4 The 
4This increment is exact for the i nitial values obtained at 
n = 1.0. For other load factors, an error is introduced 
because the pull -up push-down maneuvers were p erformed mostly 
with wings level; whereas, the turns were performed with some 
bank. The bank affects the pitching velocity, and therefore 
the elevator angle, associated with a given l oad factor . 
11 
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envelopes of this maneuvering increment for various speeds for both 
altitudes were converted t o positive and negative increments of 
pitching-moment coefficients using elevator effectiveness results 
from reference 1 . Multiplying these incremental coefficients by 
the dynamic pressure produces a parameter which is a function of 
horizontal-tail load due to elevator deflection. In figure 23 
this parameter 6Cmq is shown as a function of airplane load 
factor. The positive values correspond to downward tail loads, 
and the maximum downward maneuvering tail load occurred at or 
very near a load factor of one. Inspection of the negative values 
indicates that the maximum upward tail load due to elevator deflec-
tion occurred at load factors j ust below t he maximum. 
Rates of control motion.- The rate of control deflection 
influenced the rate of change of maneuvering tail load, and is 
therefore of interest . 
As previously described, the airplane control system utilized 
full power boost. The range of pilot forces employed during the 
maneuvers was below that corresponding to maximum output of the 
boost . The boost mechanism produces a rate of elevator deflection 
which is a function of the f orce exerted by the pilot as well as 
of the aerodynamic hinge moment . The rates obtained during the 
ground tests (corresponding to zero aerodynamic moments) shown in 
figure 4(a) were corrected for the effect of the weight of the ele-
vator and included in figure 24 . In figure 24 are also shown 
various maximum instantaneous rates of elevator deflection obtained 
during the flight tests as a function of control force. As 
expected, the aerodynamic hinge moment restricted the rate of 
elevator deflection from trim position but greatly assisted in 
returning the elevator toward the trim position . As a consequence, 
large forces were required to produce sizable positive rates of 
elevator deflection, but negative rates of the same magnitude were 
achieved with zero control f orce. In view of the fact that the 
pilots actually pushed in returning the control to trim, somewhat 
higher rates of control motion very probably would have been 
measured in these tests were it not for the nonlinear character-
istic of the boost system in the push direction ( see fig . 4(a)). 
No significant variation in the maximum rate of change of 
elevator angle used in the maneuvers was noted with change in 
airspeed up t o 240 miles per hour, as may be seen by inspection 
of figure 25. Most of the effect of airspeed occurred above 
240 miles per hour and it has already been pointed out that the 
pilots were more cautious at the highest speeds . 
Angular acceleration . - The airplane angular acceleration 
is directly a function of maneuvering tail load; thus maneuver-
ing horizontal- tail loads may be defined in terms of angular 
acceleration . Equations have been suggested in references 5 and 6 
J 
• 
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for predicting the maximum angular acceleration to be expected in 
a pitching maneuver for which the peak l oad factor may have any 
value but for which the variation of load factor with time is 
typical of that for a rapid pull -up push-dovm maneuver. These 
equations have been based on experimental data for small or moder-
ately large airplanes. It becomes of importance, therefore, to 
check the validity of these equations for a large airplane. 
The maximum positive and negative angular accelerations 
measured during the various f light tests are shown in figQre 26. 
Except for the highest speed (about 290 mph) there appears to have 
been no marked trend due to speed. As pointed out previously, the 
pilots had a more cautious attitude toward pull-ups at this highest 
speed. There does seem to have been a tendency toward larger 
values of angular acceleration at the higher altitude. 
Included in figure 26 are some values of angular acceleration 
computed from results contained in reference 4. These values were 
obtained during structural demonstrations consisting of pull-ups 
to the limit load factor . Much higher values of angular acceler-
ation were obtained in the maneuvers of the present investigation 
than were obtained in the demonstration tests. 
The equation of reference 5 for estimating maximum angular 
accelerations is 
e = BJ 
1 
2 
and B is an empirically derived factor for which Bouton, the 
author, suggests values5 of +2 . 5 and -3. 5. In figure 27 are 
shown, as a function of J, the maximum values of e obtained 
in the present investigation. 6 It will be observed that, in 
5These values are derived in an unpubli shed paper based on test 
results of fighter - type airplanes with 6,500 to 12,000 pounds 
gross weight. 
6Also included are values derived from structural demonstration 
f light tests reported in reference 4. The agreement between 
these results and the subject flight-test results is good in 
regard to evaluation of B. 
13 
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general, for a given value of J the angular accelerations are 
higher for the higher airspeeds. On the basis of these flight 
tests the maximum values of B obtained were +1.5 and -1.7, 
which are considerably below the values of +2.5 and - 3.5 reported 
in reference 5 for the smaller airplanes. 
In reference 6, design values of angular acceleration based 
upon the maneuvering load factor 6n and a irplane gross weight 
were suggested. These were empirically derived from tests of 
airplanes having gross weights less than 72 ,000 pounds. These 
suggested values are 
-Bmax 
and 
40,000 
w 
40 1 000 Application of the design value of ~W produces values of 
8max from 0.26 to 0 . 27, which were greatly exceeded in the 
Bmax present investigation. In f igure 28, the maximum values of 
obtained in the present flight tests are shown as a function of 
gross weight. It may be seen that the suggested value of 125 W- 1 / 2 
is also lower than some values obtained in the tests. 
The Civil Aeronautics Administration (reference 7) lists the 
following design specifications for a checked pull-up maneuver: 7 
. . 30 
B = - -- n(n-l.5) VA 
at the design load factor , where 
n 
design maneuvering speed (approximately 180 mph for the test 
airplane) 
design load factor 
and also 
45 B = + V- n(n -l . 5) at ~~it load factor 
D 
and 
30 B = - VD n(n-l. 5) at design load factor 
7A checked pull-up maneuver i s cons idered to be the same as a pull-
up, push - down maneuver. 
.. 
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where 
the design dive speed (approximately 300 mph for the test· 
airplane) 
These equations presenting angular acceler ation in terms of 
design load factor and airspeed are based in part, at least, upon 
experimental results for small and moderately s ized airplanes. 
The present tests afforded an opportunity t o check these equations 
for a large airplane. The design values appropriate to the test 
airplane are shown in figure 29(a). 
These equations are used to specify a component of tail load 
associated with a checked pull-up to the design load factor, 
usually at the maximum gross weight. The flight tests failed to 
satisfy these assumed conditions on three count s: (1) none of the 
pull-ups had a maximum load factor equal to the minimum load 
factor specified, (2) the flight speeds differed somewhat from the 
design speeds, and (3) the airplane weight during the tests, was 
only about 80 percent of the maximum allowable . In view of the 
wide range of values that the parameters of an airplane of a given 
weight may have, however, the effect of the airplane reduced 
weight was not considered of particular significance and only 
corrections for (1) and ( 2 ) above were attempted. 
In fi gure 30 the maximum angular accelerations obtained from 
the flight tests at various speeds ar e presented as a function of 
max imum load factor. The values s pecified by the CAA for a design 
load factor of 2 .5 are also shown. Cons iderable extrapolation is 
required to compare t he positive fl ight values at the highest 
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speed with the pert i nent specification of the CAA, but e xtrapolating 
in accordance with t he trends shown for the lower speeds indicates 
that the specifi cation is satisfact ory . When one performs a similar 
comparison for the negat i ve angular acceleration it is at once 
obvi ous that t he spec i f i cat i ons are i nadequate by a considerable 
amount. 
A set of equat i ons specifying maximum angular accelerations, 
whi ch is qui te similar t o t hat of r e ference 7, is given in refer-
ence 8 (ICAO). For a large transport a i rplane, these are (figure 29(b)) 
e = +~O (n-l.O )2 at load factor of one 
V 
and 
-50 (n-1.0 )2 e at load factor of n V 
wher e n is design load factor ( 2 .5 minimum), and V has values of 
VA and VD of r eference 7 (approximately 180 and 300 mph, respEC-
tively, for t est airplane ). 
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The positive values obtained by use of these equations a t 
n = 2 .5 will be the same as those of reference 7 and the resulting 
agreement with f light values as indi cated in figure 30 is satisfac-
tory. The negative values specified wi ll be larger than those speci-
fied by reference 7 and agreement with flight results was considered 
satisfactory . 
The Navy specifications regarding angular accelerations are 
based on selected values for each category of aircraft. Values 
for the test (transport ) airplane at posit i ve values of load 
factor are shown in figure 29(c). These values, together with 
values obtained in the present flight tests for approximately the 
specified airspeeds, are tabulated below: 
Navy specifications Flight-test results 
ff = 2 rad/sec2 at n = 1. 5 e = 0.37 
1 .. Vi 170 e = -2 rad/sec2 at n = 3.0 e = -. 50 
.J 
e = 1 rad/sec2 at n 1.5 e = 0 . 15 1 Vi = 290 
e -1 rad/sec2 at n = 3.0 e = -.29 J 
On the basis of this comparison, the Navy specifications would 
appear to be conservative . 
In addition to a knowledge of the maximum values of pitch-
ing angular acceleration, it is essential, of course, to know 
at what part of the maneuver they are attained. Inspection of 
the records indicated that the maximum positive angular accelera -
tions were obtained at a load factor of approximately ~.O and 
that the maximum negat i ve values were obtained near the maximum 
load factor . ThiS, of course , agrees with conclusions previously 
reached, based on the elevator angle results shown in figure 23 . 
Comparison between computed and measured quantities during 
pUll - ups .- As previously stated, it has been shown for the case 
of smaller airplanes that, given a time history of elevator motion 
and a knowledge of t he airplane parameters, the angle of attack of 
the tail and therefore the tail l oad is readily calculable . In 
order to ascertain whether the above may be true for a large air-
plane , such as us ed in the f light tests , the motion of the airplane 
was computed using two selected experimental time histories of 
elevator motion . The r equired aer odynamic parameters were obtained 
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from reference 1 and the equations of motions employed are listed 
in the appendix. The results of the computations, which were 
carried out at Ames Laboratory using the Reeves Electronic Analogue 
Computer (REAC), as well as the experimental results, are shown in 
figure 31. The agreement between computed and flight-test results 
may be seen to be very good except for the angular acceleration at 
the higher speed maneuver. As will be pointed out later, this dis-
crepancy may be explained as an effect of tail flexibility. 
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Reference 9 presents a convenient method of estimating the tail 
load bas~d on an assumed variation of load factor with time. The 
load factor is considered to be represented by 
where a, b, and c are empirically derived constants. 
The values of angular accelerat i on and angular velocity computed 
using this method are also shown in figure 31 . It may be observed 
that for the present tests the method overestimates the angular 
velocities and angular accelerations. Since in reference 9 these 
angulaT velocities and accelerations were derived from the assumed 
load-factor time history, it is apparent that the fundamental error 
lies in the shape of the load factor curve. 
Calculations which were made of the airpl ane motion indicated 
that the term involving dCL/doe had a rather large effect upon the 
shape of the load-factor curve. It is the down tail load due to ele-
vator deflection which produces the init ial dip in the load-factor 
curve which can be observed in any of the abrupt ptul-ups presented. 
When the elevator is returned toward neutral the resulting increment 
in tail load produces a positive increment in load factor, but this 
is not as noticeable because it occurs nearly coincident with the 
peak of the load-factor curve . 
It should be noted that this effect of tail load on airplane 
load factor is inconsequential except if the tail loads are defined 
in terms of the load-factor curve; also the importance of this term 
increases with the size of the a irplane, being unimportant for small 
airplanes, and should become relat i vely important for airplanes 
larger than the Constitution. This situation comes about because the 
airplane moment of inertia relative to the airplane mass increases 
with an increase in airplane size. Thus the translational effects of 
the tail load compared to the rotational effects are greater for a 
large airplane than for a small airplane. 
Reference 9 also contains a method for estimating the time to 
reach the maximum load factor, as a function of the time to reach 
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maximum el eva tor angl e , as suming t he eleva tor defl ection is increased 
linearly t o a maxi mum and returned t o neutral a t the same r a te . 
There wer e sever a l pull -up s i n the p r esent f l ight tests that invol ved 
appr oximat ely t his t ype of elevat or input . I n figure 32 is shown the 
time r equired to r ea ch t he maximum l oad factor as a f unction of t he 
t i me to attain t he maximum el evat or angle for these parti~ular maneu-
vers . Shown too i s t he r elationship presented in reference 9. Due 
to the l arge value of moment of iner tia the data f r om the present 
tests fall slightl y outside t he scope of reference 9 but agree fairly 
wel l never thel ess . I t is suggested that in using this relationship 
for l a r ge airpl anes t he a ctual values of 8K 2 be empl oyed . 
Yawing Maneuvers 
Test results .- Both steady sideslips and wings- level sideslips were 
performed in t he hope that analys i s would allow a deter minati on of the 
relationship between yawing veloci ty and rudder deflection . However, due 
to t he l ow side- f orce gra di ent present in the test aircraft, there was 
very littl e di ffer ence between these t wo sideslip conditions. 
The variati on of r udder f orce wi t h angle of sideslip is shown in 
figure 33 . The scatter of the data can be attributed largely to the 
friction in t he control system. For the tests at 204 miles per hour 
(fig . 33(b)) the maximum steady sideslip attainable was limited to 6.5 0 
by the large control forces . The largest control forces shown, a little 
over 200 pounds, represent maximum pilot effort. The abrupt change in 
slope at approximately 136 pounds was caused by the restricted output 
of the rudder boost system. For greater control force the force output 
of the boost was constant. 
The variation of rudder angle with angle of sideslip is shown in 
figure 34 . The corresponding variation of bending stress in the main 
beam of the vertical stabili zer at 13 . 4 percent of the span is shown in 
figure 35. In figure 36 are shown load distributions obtained at the 
various sideslip angles. 
8 The value of K2 as defined in reference 9 is: 
It occurs in the equation of motion 
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As previously described, the rudder-kick maneuvers were rather 
carefully restricted by limiting the angle of sideslip and the bending 
stress in the stabilizer main beam. Therefore, the most severe maneu-
vers may not represent the maximum that the pilot would otherwise produce. 
However, some trends should be evident. Time histories of several typi-
cal maneuvers are shown in figures 37 through 46. A total of 27 rudder-
kick maneuvers were performed and therefore it should be noted that the 
subsequent analysis contains data not shown in the time histories pre-
sented . One of the most notable characteristics of these maneuvers is 
the higher rate of control motion in returning to neutral compared to 
the rate involved in producing the sideslip, even though the pilots were 
instructed to return the control to neutral at the same rate. 
Pilot effort and airplane response.- As in the case of the pitching 
maneuvers, the yawing maneuvers will be considered first in regard to 
pilot 's action, and second in regard to the airplane motion as a result 
of the control deflection. 
Pilot effort.- In yawing maneuvers the lateral accelera-
tions are comparatively small so the pilot physiologically is not 
strongly aware of angle of sideslip. He is, therefore, influenced 
by several factors such as sideslip as indicated by the position 
of the ball in the inclinometer, angle of bank, rudder-pedal force, 
changes in heading, etc. However, it is felt that the primary fac-
tors in regard to loads are the angle of sideslip and the rudder 
angle, and that these other factors are of importance only inas-
much as they indicate the angle of sideslip to the pilot. 
Thus, in the following analysis, the results are presented 
primarily as a function of the angle of sideslip. In figure 47 
are shown concurrent variation of rudder-control forces with side-
slip angle. It can be seen that the pilot was able to apply or 
to r elease nearly his maximum force before the airplane changed 
its angle of s ideslip appreciably. 
The maximum increments of control force from those required 
for steady sideslip were as follows: 
144 
200 
9 
Maximum positive 
increme.nt occur-
ring near 13=0 
125 pounds 
112 pounds 
9 
Maximum negative 
increment occur--
ring near l3ma.x 
116 pounds 
123 pounds 
9It may be noted that the action of friction in the control sys-
tem is to reduce the moment applied to the control surface. 
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Thus the pilots restricted their control forces to within 
125 pounds . 
Actually, of course, the pilot could, in returning from 
steady si~eslip, by applying a helping force, greatly increase 
the negative increment and incidentally greatly increase the 
vertical-tail load . This act i on would correspond to the so-
called "fish tail" maneuver which is not usually considered in 
designing transport airplanes. In spite of words of caution, 
there were maneuvers in which the pilots did apply some small 
"helping" forces (fig . 42 ). 
~he minimum time i ncrements which the pilot required to 
apply a force are shown i n figure 48. A time history of the most 
abrupt force applicati on is shown. This indicates that the pilot 
was able to apply 125 pounds in 0.60 second. In one test run on 
the ground the pilot applied 179 pounds in 0 . 60 second, which 
elF 
corresponds to _ _ r_ = 298 pounds per second. 
dt 
The period of the directional short-period oscillation for 
this airplane is about 8 seconds at 144 miles per hour, and about 
5 seconds at 205 miles per hour . The damping is rather low and 
some overshoot did occur . This allows the pilot, for a given 
force, to attain a greater sideslip in a maneuver than in a steady 
sideslip . 
Airplane response. - The response of the airplane to the 
rudder motion can be gaged readily from figure 49 . In thi s fig-
ure the rudder deflection is plot ted as a function of angle of 
sideslip for several maneuvers . It is readily apparent that 
large changes in r udder angle can occur before the airplane 
changes its attitude . The response of the airplane in yaw is 
slower than in pi tch due t o the greater moment of inertia about 
the Z axi s, and also because the vertical-tail load per unit 
rudder deflection is less than the horizontal- tail load per unit 
elevator angle. 
From the data obt ained in the maneuvers in which the control 
was abruptly released, it was possible to determine the variation 
with sideslip of the rudder angle corresponding to zero hinge 
moment (zero control force) . This has been included in figure 49 . 
Utilizing these data along with the steadY-Bideslip data of fig-
ures 33 and 34 affords an estimation of the variation with side-
slip of the rudder deflections corresponding to a 300-pound con-
trol force and also for the control force at which the power boost 
reached its maximum (136 lb). This variation is based on zero 
yawing velocity and is als o incl uded in f igure 49. 
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Rates of control motion.- As for t he pitching maneuvers, it 
is of interest to see if the power boost limits t he pilot ' s ability 
to move the controls rapidly. In figure 4{b) are shown the rates 
of control motion obtained in ground t ests . The kinetic friction, 
approximately ±32 pounds, had a considerable e ffect upon the rates 
attainable. 
Various maximum rates of rudder moti on obtained in the flight 
tests are presented in figure 50 as a func t i on of control force. 
Although the maximum rates of right-rudder de f lection were not 
large, in some cases the limit imposed by t he boost system time 
response was reached. In regard to the rat es of left- rudder deflec-
tion the boost system usually was the restri ct ing influence, the 
maximum rate usually being a function of hinge moment of the rudder 
rather than of the control force. 
The maximum rates of rudder motion as a function of airspeed 
are shown in figure 51. There was no signifi cant effect of air-
speed or altitude on these maximum r a t es. The rates of left-rudder 
deflection involved in releasing the control f orce were over twice 
as high as the rates of ri ght- rudder deflection. 
The danger involved in the high r ates used in returning the 
rudder to neutral is due to the additive nature of the vertical-tail 
l oad due to sideslip and the load produced in returning the rudder. 
Since it is natural for pilots to associate hi gher loads with appli-
cation of control force rather than wi th release of control force 
it is believed that the afore-mentioned danger ous loading conditi~n 
should be brought to their attenti on . 
Rolling Pull-Outs 
In performing the rolling pull-outs the pilots were instructed to 
r oll from a 1.8 to 2.0g steady turn while holding the rudder angle fixed 
a nd maintaining constant normal accel era t ion. The pilots found difficulty 
i n maintaining constant acceleration a s the airplane rolled past the 
wings-level attitude. Therefore, mos t of the results obtained pertain to 
a irplane load factors of about 1.2. 
Time histories of the pertinent quantities measured durinb two 
rolling pull-outs are shown in figures 52 and 53 . The airplane side-
s lipped sufficiently to build up qui te large vertical-tail loads even 
t hough only low load factors (n = 1. 2 ) were involved. 
Only one rolling pull-out was performed at 145 miles per hour because 
of t he large load produced on the vertical tail . Without the stress indi-
cator the p i l ot could have inadvertently exceeded the design load. 
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In reference 10 the following expr ession is suggested for estimating 
the maximum sideslip angle attained in a rolling pull-out maneuver: 
Let 
This lead.s to 
dCz 6.C , == - 0 
& dO a 
a 
For fixed rudd.er the bend.ing stress due to the load on the vertical 
stabilizer may be expressed as: 
Thus the vertical-tail l oad is a function of aileron deflection and 
load factor. Therefore , it might be expected that the highest loads will 
be obtained at the lovTer speeds since l arger. aileron angles are usually 
availab12 . This proved true in the flight tests. 
In figure 54 the bending stress per unit load factor is shown as a 
function of total aileron angle . These results indicate that a full 
deflection of the ailerons (oa = 350 ) wouli produce 81 percent of the 
limit design stress during level flight if the airplane were allowed to 
yaw. 
The aileron control forces involved in the rolling pull-outs are 
presented in figure 54(a) . For both speeds shown the control forces were 
about 40 pounds at the time the maximum sideslip was attained. 
At the present time the .Civil Aeronautics Administration and Air 
Force have no specifications in regard to the rolling pull-out maneuver. 
The Navy requirements specify designing the vertical tail for full 
deflection of the ailerons (rudder fixed) at various points on the V-n 
diagramj the most critical condition for the test airplane woul·i be a 
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load factor of 2.4 at an indicated a i rspeed of approximately 160 miles 
per hour. In view of the reluctance of t he pilots to holi a ~i~~ 18ai 
f actor long enough t o allow the airplane to attai n a stable angle of yaw, 
thi s r equirement may be unduly severe . 
The pilots, in performi~g this particular mane~ver, were highly 
impressed by the smallness of the control forces required to produce 
lar-ge vertical-tail loads. Several stated tha t t he rolling pUll-out felt 
quite similar to maneuvers encountered in flying through gusty air. I f 
this is true, then the rolling-pull-out maneuver is not unique to smal l 
a irplanes and should be considered in the design of large airplanes. 
Structural Deflections 
Large airplanes, primarily because of t heir lower limit load facto~s , 
usually are relatively more flexible than smal ler airplanes. Some meas -
urements of structural deflections were made dur i ng the subject flight 
t ests. The purpose was merely to measure the magnitude of the deflec -
t i ons in order to determine whether t he defl ections wer e important. 
No attempt was made to conduct a comprehens i ve investigation of the 
deformations. 
Fuselage bending deflections .- The bending deflection of the after 
portion of the fus elage was measured by means of a camera pointing rear -
ward and mounted atop the fuselage above t he wing . The angular deflection 
of the after portion of the fuselage was measured by means of a si~ilar 
camera mounted within the dorsal fin and pointing forward. 
Only bending deflections in the vertical p lane were measured. No 
measurements of sidewise bending deflections or torsional deflections 
were made. The vertical deflection of the fuselage during the pull-up 
push-down maneuver for which time hist8ri e s are shown in figure 16 w~s 
found to be less than 1 inch. This maneuver (abrupt pull-up and 
release with a maximum load factor of 2.55 at 204 mph) was one of the 
most severe maneuvers p erformed. 
The measured increment in angle of attack of the after portion of 
the fuselage due t o fus elage bending during this same maneuver (fig. 15) 
was 0.100 • However, this small deflection prOVed to be in the opposite 
direction to that expected considering the direction of the aerodyna~ic 
load. Apparently the bending deflect i on due to the mass acceleration 
effect of the tail assembly outweighed the deflect ions due to the aero-
dynamic forces. Measurements over a speed range from 144 miles per 
hour to 244 miles per hour at a load factor of 1 . 0 indicated an angular 
deflection of slightly less than 0.20°. A change in angle of incidence 
of this magnitude at 300 miles per hour would produce an increment in 
aerodynamic load of approximately 4 percent of the design tail load. 
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It was concluded that the effect of fuselage bending on the maneu-
vering characteristics of the airplane was small and that this was due 
in part to the balancing of aerodynamic and inertia effects. 
Horizontal - tail distortion.- The variation of the bending deflec-
tion of the horizontal - stabili zer tip with respect to the fuselage as a 
function of dynamic pressure is shown in figure 55(a) for unaccelerated 
flight. These deflections are those produced by the balancing tail load. 
The measured bending deflections in turning flight are shown in 
figure 56(a). The results at t he two different altitudes coincided 
except for the larger elevator deflections . In figure 56(a) are indicated 
certain points which appear to be at variance with the faired curves. 
Examination of the accelerometer record indicated buffeting had been 
occurring. 
The bending deflections produced during a rather severe pull-up 
push-down maneuver may be observed in figure 16. Bending deflections due 
to steady flight and to maneuvering flight were considered to be small . 
Though the bending deflections are of interest, in this instance it 
is the torsional deflections which are of primary importance because 
twisting affects the spanwise distribution of lift. The twisting deflec-
tion of a tail surface is here considered to be composed of a twisting of 
the stabilizer plus a twisting of the control surface with respect to the 
stabilizer. 
In figures 55(b) and 56(b) are shown the twist of the station at 
64 .5 percent semispan with respect to the root for unaccelerated and turn-
ing flight, respectively . The deflection accompanying a pull-up push-
down maneuver is shown in figure 16. In regard to the maneuver, it is 
rather apparent when one compares the measured twist with the correspond-
ing time histories of elevator deflection and normal acceleration that 
the twisting was primarily produced by the loading due to elevator deflec-
tion rather than by the loading due to the angle of attack. 
The twist of the elevator with respect to the stabilizer was deter-
mined by measuring the elevator angle at the airplane center line and at 
the tip of the elevator. The results obtained in unaccelerated and turn-
ing flight indicate that at the higher speeds a given eleiator angle at 
the root produced a noticeauly smaller elevator angle at the tip. In 
figure 57 is shown the variation with dynamic pressure of the increment 
measured at the tip for a given increment in elevator angle at the root!O 
lOIt should be noted that the twist between root and tip of the elevator 
itself was equal to the elevator twist as presented plus the stabilizer 
twist . 
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The torsional loading on the elevator and the control force are, 0f 
course, related. It is of interest therefor e to present the increme!lt ~n 
twist produced by an abruptll application of an increme!lt in c0ntrol force 
The result (fig. 58 (a)) indi.cates about 10 twist per 40 pou.'1.ds control 
force. 
The importance of the twisting of the stabil izer was gaged by calcu-
lating the increment of angular acceleration assoc i ated with the above 
deflections. The maximum stabilizer twist of the pull-up m9.neuver shown 
in figure 16, 0.30 , represented an increment in angular acceleratiJn of 
roughly 0.02 radian per second squaredj or in other words, twisting of 
the stabilizer reduced the maximum angular accelerations by about 5 per-
cent. The computed effect of elevator twi st" on angular acceleration was 
about half that due to stabilizer twist a nd was of an additive nature. 
These aeroelastic effects, of course , increase with dynami::: pressure 
which is borne out by comparisons available in figure 31. The estimated 
(rigid airplane) maximum angular accelerations agreed quite well with the 
experimental values for the pull -up at Vi = 168 miles per hour. A 
considerable discrepancy occurred f or a s imilar comparison for the maneu-
ver at Vi = 240 miles per hour and this discrepancy is approximately that 
expected from calculations based on the measured structural deflections. 
Thus it was concluded that, for the airplane as flown, the twisting 
of the stabilizer and elevator caused a moderate reduction in the maxi-
mum angular acceleration from that of a r igid airplane. Since the com-
p onent of tail load associated with angular accel eration for this air-
plane is roughly one -third of the des ign load in the more severe pull -ups, 
the effect of tail flexibility will have a proportionately small effect 
on tail load. 
Vertical-tail distortion.- The later al bending deflections of the 
vertical stabilizer were measured in a manner similar to that used in 
the case of the horizontal stabilizer. The magnitude of these bending 
deflections may be j udged by observine figures 42 and 52 whi::!h contain 
t ime histories of the tip deflection for a rudder-kick maneuver and for 
a rolling pUll-out maneuver. 
As previously pointed out , it is the twisting deflections which are 
of importance. The twist of the vertical stabilizer measured at the 
64.5-percent-span station during the rudder kick (see fig. 42), and roll -
i ng pull-out (see fig. 52), were approximately half a degree. Because 
of the sizable angles of sideslip involved, 100 to 120 , it is apparent 
t hat the effect of this stabilizer twist upon the aerodynam:'::: IJadine 
was relatively small. Because the induced flow angles due to the wing 
are smaller and also because of different plan form and structure, the 
vertical stabilizer suffered a relatively larger twist with angle of 
s ideslip than did the horizonta~ stabilizer with angle of attack. 
l lAbrupt motion is specified here since a change in anele of attack ·:::an 
cause stabilizer and elevator twist. 
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The twist of the rudder is defined as the twist with respect to the 
vertical stabilizer and was measured in the same manner as was the eleva-
tor twist . In figure 58(b) is shown the variation of rudder twist with 
incremental (abrupt) control force . Also shown is the variation of rud-
aer twist with control force for the steady sideslip. The difference 
between these curves w"as caused by the stabilizer twist due to sideslip . 
The maximum twist measured, 1. 40 , occurred when rudder deflections (at 
the r oot) were ~pproximately 200 at 144 miles per hour and 120 at 
208 miles per hour . This twist would, of course, become relatively 
larger at higher speeds . 
CONCLUSIONS 
The foll owing conclusions 'fere drawn as a result of the flight tests 
of the Navy XR60 -l airplane . Although certain restrictions were given 
to the pilots, it is believed that the pilots' actions gave an indication 
of maximums an experienced pilot would exert in this type of airplane. 
Pitching Maneuvers 
1. A noticeable time lag existed between the pilot's control force 
and the subsequent response of the airplane . For a rapid pull and 
release of the control this ti~e lag was found to agree well with the 
values predicted using NACA TN 2078 (reference 9). 
2 . In performing rapid pull-ups the pilots caused the airplane to 
reach higher accelerations than desired. Pilots were more wary in regard 
to push-downs so little overshoot occurred in the negative direction. 
3 . The maximum rate of application of a pull force was about 
275 pounds per second . However, the pilots did not apply abrupt control-
force incremeLts greater than about 90 pounds pull and 60 pounds push. 
4 . The maximum rates of elevator motion in pulling up were found 
t o be about equal to the rates obtained in recovering from a pUll -up. 
However, these latter rates were obtained with little or zero control 
force . 
5 . The maximum angular accelerations measured during the pull-1rp 
push-down maneuvers were (1) in very good agreement with values speci-
fied by ICAOj (2) greater negatively than those specified by CAA; 
( 3) greater than those computed by the methods of NACA TN 2103j and 
(4) les s than thos e specified by the N~vy and the method of reference 5. 
6 . The motion of the airplane as computed using stability deriva-
tives as obtained f r om wind-tQ~nel results and the experimental elevator 
-~~ -----~ 
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motion agreed closely with the measured motion, provided the equati0ns ~f 
motion were not overly simplified . For a large airplane the direct 
effect of tail load upon the airplane load factor was found to affect 
the shape of the load factor curve quite markedly. 
Yawing Maneuvers 
7. The response of the airplane in sideslip was much slower than in 
pitch. The pilot was able to apply large forces and rudder-angle changes 
before the airplane could respond . 
8 . The maximum rates of change of rudder angle obtained in releas-
ing the rudder were nearly twice the maximums Jbtained in deflecti~g the 
rudder . 
9 . The maximum rate of change of rudder-pedal force was approxi-
mately 300 pounds per second . The maximum value of abrupt control-force 
change was 125 pounds. 
10. The largest vertical-tail loads ,.,ere found t o occur when the 
pilot released the rudder-pedal force during a sideslip. PilJts are 
normally not acquainted with this critical condition. 
Rolling-Pull-out Maneuver 
11. The rolling pull-out was found to produce large loads on the 
vertical tail. Although the rolling pUll-out constitutes an uncClordi-
nated maneuver, several pilots expressed the opiniDn that such a maneu-
ver may be encountered in flying through turbulent air. 
Structural Deflections 
12. Bending deflections of the fuselage due to horizontal-tail 
loads during various maneuvers were small. 
13. The twists of the horizontal stabilizer, vertical stabilizer, 
elevator, and rudder, measured during the maneuvers, were found ~o be 
moderately small. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Comittee for AeronautiCS, 
Moffett Field, Calif., Jan. 10, 1951. 
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APPENDIX 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The equations of motion u sed in c omputing the airplane motions of 
figure 31 were: 
where 
mvy - ( dCL + .£JL) w qS == 
da, 57.3 
I y .. dCm . dCm · dCm dCm 
--::: e + - e + - a, + - W == - - 6.5e 
qSc de da. da, d5
e 
)' == 8 - a, 
g 
dC I 2 S dC~ 
-1!! == _ K l -.lh --
de Vc S da,H 
dCm = _ IH 
2 
dE SH Q.C~ 
Qa, Vc da, S Q~ 
(1) 
(2 ) 
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TABLE I . - PERTINENT DIMENS I ONS, LOCKHEED XR60-1 AIRPLANE 
Item Wing Hor izontal Vertica l Elevator tail tail 
Lockheed ~ NACA NACA 
Airfoil sect ion , root 20% 64 2-01 '1 65 2-D12 - - -
Loc~1ed ~ NACA NACA Ai r foil sec t ion, tip 12 64 2-DB 65 2-D10 - --
Span, feet 189 . 1 69 . 5 28 - - -
Area , s quar e feet 3610 908 . 4 3B1. 9 236 
Mean aer odynamic chord , feet 21 . 08 14. 5 15 . 8 4. 08 
ASllect r atio 9 . 9· 5 . 35 2 . 06 - --
Taller ratio 0.30 0 . 32 0.173 - --
Twist, wash- in positive _1.50 0 0 ~ --
* 74* Tail length, feet 
- -- 77 - --
+20 
Deflection limits, degrees 
- -- - -- - --
-40 
10 .2 Tab area, square feet 
- -- - -- - -- (each) 
- -
---- -- . ~ -~- -- -- --~ 
*Distance from 25-11ercent wing M. A. C. to 20- 11ercent tail M.A. C. 
Aileron 
(each ) 
- --
- - -
- --
109 
3 . 33 
- - -
- --
- --
- --
+10 
--25 
7. 2 
Rudder 
- --
- --
- --
94 
3 . 44 
- --
- --
- --
- --
±30 
i 
L.V 
o 
7 ~ 
~ &; 
~ 
I\) 
-f="" 
\0 
o 
5 NACA TN 2490 31 
TABLE II. - POWER AND TAB SETTINGS FOR TRIM AT n 1.0 
(a) ~ = 5,000 f eet 
Engine Tab 
Vi rpm Torque Cowl Elevator tab Rudder (lb-f t) f laps tab 
145 1900 135 0° 5° nose up 1° left 
166 1900 160 0° 1° nose up 1° left 
204 2150 196 20° 0° nose up 1° left 
239 2550 220 25° 2° nose down 1° left 
290 2550 230 25° -400 4° nose down 1° left 
(b) hp = 20 , 000 feet 
Engine Tab 
Vi rpm Torque Turbo r pm Cowl Elevator tab Rudder (lb- f t) (approx . ) flaps tab 
14'5 21'50 1'50 12 . '500 2C)°-'500 1° 0° '52 nose Ul) 
166 21c)0 1 7c) 14 000 2 c)° 2 ° nose un 0° 
204 2550 230 18}500 60° 1° nose down 0° 
239 2550 230 18 , 500 75° 2° nose down 0° 
• 
___ ~ ___ ~~ _ _ __ J 
• 
- I 
-- .~-- ~ 
\J 
Figure 1.- Side view of Lockheed XR 60-1 Constitution in flight. 
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Figure 3 .- Three - view drawing of Lockheed XR 60 -/ airplane" 
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Fi gure 5.- Views showing s ome of the instrumentation. 
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Figure 43.- Pertinent quantities measured during rudder-
kick maneuver; airspeed, /40 miles per hour; altitude, 
20,000 feet. 
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Figure 56.- Horizontal-stabilizlJr distortion in sflJody turning 
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Figure 58. - Measured twist of control sur face with respect to stabilizer 
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